Job Applications and Interviews
Employment Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS

3 bring two black __________ to fill out job applications
7 have at least three __________ (hint: starts with the letter "r")
9 _________ carefully to all questions before answering them
10 arrive to a job interview __________ minutes early
12 ask one or two __________ about the company or the job

DOWN

1 give the interviewer a copy of your __________ (hint: starts with the letter "r")
2 smile and shake __________ with the interviewer
4 be ready to answer questions about your job _________
5 write a __________ letter to go with your resume
6 bring your __________ security card, birth certificate, driver's license, etc.
8 wear your best __________
11 sit up straight and look the interviewer in the __________